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Abstract

This report describes our solution to the challenge on
the workshop of Robust Video Scene Understanding: Track-
ing and Video Segmentation (RobMOTS) at CVPR 2021.
With given strong detections and segmentations, classical
tracking-by-detection paradigm is used and a simple cas-
cade association pipeline is built to track multiple objects
robustly. Firstly, we extract feature embeddings of the de-
tected objects as their appearance features. A general ob-
ject Re-Identification (ReID) model is applied for feature
extraction of all object categories except the class of “per-
son” and “car”. Thanks to the abundant public datasets
in person ReID and vehicle ReID community, dedicated
ReID models are trained for these two classes respectively.
The appearance model for general objects is trained with
310,000 IDs from a collection of Single Object Tracking
datasets, which is the same as the one used in the win-
ning solution of the Tracking Any Object challenge asso-
ciated with ECCV 2020. There are multiple steps in data
association. The first step is based solely on the appear-
ance features with a relatively strict threshold to guarantee
the association precision; next, the remaining unmatched
tracks and unmatched detections is linked by their IoU
scores, similar to the provided STP baseline. After these two
steps of data association on detection-level, reliable track-
lets have been formed, and a post-processing module named
as post association (PA) is employed to associate tracklets
to form longer tracks. This PA step is formulated as a Min-
imum Cost Perfect Matching Problems (MCPM) in general
graphs, and the distance of two tracklets is measured as the
cosine distance between the average feature of each track-
let. This PA step can be repeated multiple times to progres-
sively form longer tracks. Though this approach is still a
sub-optimal solution, it works fairly well when the appear-
ance or motion clues are not reliable in adjacent frames.

1. Introduction
For the the past twenty years, Multi-Objects Tracking

(MOT) is mainly the domain that only focuses on tracking

single-category objects like people or vehicles in a video.
The vast majority of various object categories have been
poorly studied. There is an increasing trend to extend MOT
algorithms to multiple categories, and to various scenarios,
like TAO [3] and OVIS [12] datasets. Besides, as a highly
related research direction, video object segmentation (VOS)
has already developed similar ideas to segment and track
objects of different categories. Towards truly video under-
standing, it is necessary to perform MOT on different cate-
gories and scenes.

To track and segment objects from different categories,
we still need to explore many key components (or in an
end-to-end manner). During the first TAO challenge [3],
AOA [4] was the first method to extend the concept of
object ReID to truly instance-level appearance representa-
tion on the MOT domain and ranked the 1st in the chal-
lenge. Following the solution in AOA, we extend it for the
challenge of RobMOTS, and demonstrate that the anything-
appearance model is strong enough for robust MOTS.

2. Related Work
Tracking-by-detection (TBD) pipeline has been the

dominating MOT community. There are three key compo-
nents in a TBD pipeline: detection, object representation
and association. An object detector like Faster RCNN [13]
is first used to detect objects from each frame of the se-
quences. Then, some form of feature embeddings for repre-
senting objects are extracted and various association proto-
cols can be applied to get finally connected tracking results.
Many works try to improve the object representation ability
of objects: DeepSort [20] is a very simple version to as-
sociate objects by using Kalman Filter as motion cues and
feature embedding model as appearance cues. STRN [22]
incorporate those motion and appearance cues into one em-
bedding by a spatial and temporal attention module. Be-
sides, results from the ReID domain [9] can also help to
learn better appearance feature for objects. Like AOA [4],
our solution also directly borrows the state-of-the-art ReID
models to learn to represent any objects.

JDE [18] and FairMOT [24] are newly emerging meth-
ods that combine detection and embedding extraction into
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a single model, and achieve competitive results with those
methods of separated detection and ReID modules.

There are two directions for data association: online and
offline association. In online association, a bipartite graph
matching problem is formed to match detections and the
previous tracklets. Offline methods treat all detections from
the whole sequence as nodes of a graph and a Min Cost Net-
work Flow (MCF) problem can be built to solve the match-
ing problem as a whole [23]. Besides, Graph Neural Net-
works (GNN) have also been applied to solve the matching
problem.

Besides TBD, [1] and [27] start another paradigm:
tracking-by-regression, which tracks objects by regressing
targets based on their positions from previous frames. This
paradigm unifies detection and object representation, and
also simplifies the association step.

There are also works like [17] which builds an end-to-
end neural network to jointly optimize detection and asso-
ciation. In an end-to-end manner, information or gradients
from tracking objectives should help on detection step.

3. Methods: A simple and robust baseline with
existing ingredients

Due to the limited time of the challenge, we choose to
simply follow the TBD paradigm. Since we directly re-use
the provided strong detection/segmentation results, the fea-
ture embedding and data association part are the only miss-
ing components to archive a robust solution.

3.1. Appearance Modeling: learning appearance
embeddings for arbitrary objects

Similar to AOA, two appearance models are used in our
solutions for general categories except “person” and ”car”.
The baseline model is trained with the State-of-the-Art
ReID framework [9] with training data collected from sev-
eral Single-Object-Tracking datasets. Over 310,000 trajec-
tories are obtained and treated as corresponding instances.
This model is denoted as ReID-SOT, which already has a
fairly good representation ability. Then ReID-SOT is fine-
tuned on the training data of the RobMOTS challenge, mak-
ing the second model denoted as ReID-Rob-FT. The embed-
dings of these two models are concatenated together to for
an ensemble feature for all objects except “person” or “car”.

As for ”person” and ”car”, there are already many ded-
icated datasets in the ReID community. We trained two
models on these two categories respectively with a col-
lection of the public datasets. The person ReID model
is trained with almost 23,000 IDs by combining the fol-
lowing datasets: Market1501 [25], DukeMTMC [14],
MSMT17 [19], MCT NLPR [2], CUHK03 [7], End-
ToEnd [21], RQEN [15], RPIfiled [26], Airport[5]. As for
vehicle ReID, the training data is from Veri-wild [8] with
over 30,000 IDs.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Cascade Association
Input: Detections {DETT }, Tracklets {TRKT−1}
Output: Tracklets {TRKT }

1: Initialize Cost Matrix M , Threshold Embed-
ding Trf , Threshold IoU TrIoU , Smooth Control
alpha = 0.8, Life cycle lc = 40

2: for i = 0 to len(TRKT−1) do
3: for j = 0 to len(DETT ) do
4: Set Mij Calculate Cosine distance c of embedding

feature between TRKT−1
i and DETT

j

5: end for
6: end for
7: Thresholding M with Trf .
8: Apply Hungarian Algorithm to M , get associated de-

tection DETa and tracklets TRKa

9: Update TRKa with DETa

10: DETT ← DETT \DETa

11: TRKT−1 ← TRKT−1 \ TRKa

12: TRKT ← TRKa

13: Clean M
14: Repeat line 2 to line 8 with IoU as distance and TrIoU ,

get associated detection DETd and tracklets TRKd

15: Update TRKd with DETd

16: TRKT ← TRKT ∪ TRKd ∪ (DETT \DETd)
17: Remove TRKT−1 with life cycle > lc
18: TRKT ← TRKT ∪ TRKT−1

19: Smooth Feature by TRKT
i = alpha∗TRKT−1

i +(1−
alpha) ∗DETT

20: return {TRKT }

3.2. Cascaded Association: from instance-level to
tracklet-level matching

The first and core step for cascade association is forming
tracklets by matching detections of the current frame with
the tracklets already formed in the previous frames. First
round of association is based on the concatenated appear-
ance features only. Matching by the appearance with a rel-
atively tight threshold can build up very reliable links with
a high precision, and also has the potential to link objects
with big displacement caused by object or camera move-
ments. However, there are cases that appearance features
would fail to produce reasonable feature similarities, and
we introduce a second step of association based on mask
IoU. Unlike the provided baseline ”STP” which utilizes box
IoU, we find that mask IoU yields better results to link the
remaining detections and tracklets. The detailed algorithm
for the two-step cascaded association is described in Algo-
rithm 1, showing how to perform data association of Detec-
tions at frame T (DETT ) and Tracklets at T-1 (TRKT−1)
to form Tracklets at T (TRKT ).
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3.3. PA: Tracklet-Level Post Association

Post Association has been first used in [16] as a post-
processing technique of improving the tracking perfor-
mance without much additional cost. After the initial track-
lets are formed, each tracklet consists of a list of detec-
tion results, each represented by an appearance embedding.
Thus, each tracklet can be represented by the average fea-
ture of all frames, and the similarity of two tracklets can
be obtained as the cosine distance of their averaged feature.
Therefore, the Post Association problem is formulated as
solving perfect matching on a general graph. In [16] and
[4], PA was solved by a greedy algorithm. Here we for-
mulate PA as a Minimum Cost Perfect Matching Problems
(MCPM) in general graphs and use [11] as the solver. It
should be noted that MCPM here is a sub-optimal solution
because it can match between consecutive pairs. If a true
track is broken into more than 2 shorter tracklets, MCPM
has to be repeated multiple times to get them all connected.

4. Experiments
4.1. Details of Implementation

All the ReID models are trained with ResNet-50 [6] with
IBN-a[10] as backbone and SGD optimizer for 31 epochs.
The learning rate decay is performed at epoch 12 and 24,
respectively. The dimension of feature embedding for ”per-
son” and ”car” is 512. While for other general categories,
each model outputs a 256-dimensional feature so the feature
dimension after concatenation is also 512.

Different values of the threshold Trf are adopted for dif-
ferent models/categories, i.e. [0.35, 0.2, 0.5] for ”person”,
”car” and all other categories respectively. As shown in Al-
gorithm 3.1, the feature of a tracklet is smoothed by 0.8
when a new detection is appended. The life-cycle of a track-
let is setting to 40 (for how long can the tracklet be un-
observed, a.k.a. ”MAX FRAME SKIP” in the STP base-
line) since robust appearance feature can help with the case
when an object re-appears.

4.2. Ablation Studies

For simplicity, all ablation results are presented on the
validation set, if not specially pointed.

Comparison of Two Appearance Models As shown in
1, we reach a better performance when concatenating two
ReID models for general categories. Additionally, the one
finetuned on the challenge data performs only slightly better
compared with the one trained on other public datasets.

Effectiveness of the Cascaded Association The top part
of Table 2 shows how the performance gets improved by ex-
tending the appearance-based association to a cascaded as-

Models HOTA AssA DetA
ReID-Rob-FT 60.42 64.97 57.69

ReID-SOT 60.44 65.09 57.66
Concatenation 60.53 65.21 57.68

Table 1. Comparison of two appearance models.

Steps/Matching Protocols HOTA AssA DetA
Appearance(APP.) First 53.10 53.60 54.63

+ Mask IoU 59.16 62.47 57.70
+ PA. 59.48 63.10 57.70

+ Feature Smoothing(FS.) 60.53 65.21 57.68

Mask IoU First 55.73 56.42 57.08
+ App. + PA. + FS. 57.95 60.03 57.69

Table 2. Effectiveness of Cascade Steps.

Entires HOTA AssA DetA
RobTrack 61.20 64.76 59.43

SBT 58.59 63.07 55.92
SIA 56.87 59.81 55.83

MeNToS 55.52 60.80 52.38
STP 54.35 55.04 55.78

Table 3. Top Entries and Baseline (STP) on Test Leaderboard.

sociation with mask IoU as the second step and PA as the fi-
nal step. The bottom part of Table 2 shows that if we switch
the order of appearance-based association and mask IoU-
based association, the final performance will be degraded
even with all other components unchanged. Appearance-
First approach is a better choice due to its ability to dif-
ferentiate objects without any motion or scale assumption,
and IoU-based association can serve a good compensation.
Besides, feature smoothing is a crucial step as it helps re-
connect objects after its occlusion.

4.3. Comparison with other entries

A few top entries on the test leaderboard are listed in
Table 3. Our proposed approach SBT ranked 2nd among
all entries, showing its robustness.

5. Conclusion

In this report, we present our solution to the RobMOTS
challenge for how to track on 8 benchmarks robustly. As
a continuous version of AOA, the final result prove the ro-
bustness of the proposed cascade matching methods, the ef-
fectiveness of extending single-category ReID to anything
appearance modeling on tracking as well as the improved
version of post association module. The appearance model
should be well studied further in order to archive competi-
tive result to current ”person” or ”car” ReID.
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